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ed States a rermbursement of said sum ; | the money paid Baker
. .
: and. others.
He
An opportunity is thus afforded, by the I load, have confirmed and established our
.1V£> MAINE PALLADIUM,
and also, by a subsequent resolve, allowed succeeded,
succeededUn
coniunctio, with the delegain conjunction
PCBl.tSHKD KVKRY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
of one government,
l.’-r
/■>
■
O' patience
I.........
nmucui, and
anu the
me obvioovilhe sum of six hundred and seventy five
P b.%n.,ng iro
ous procrastination of the other, for the ¡possession and jurisdiction, of this valuable
JAMES K. REMICH.
dollars to John Baker and others, for suffer rrient in full, thus securing a recognition of
territory, and opened for our young men a
Ollieeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.
ings and losses in consequence of organi the lawfulness of our proceedings, and the Legislature of Maine to express its own valuable field of enterprise, where industry
2SUI’pliedd|n
zing the town of Madawaska, and in full justice of our claim for protection in the as- views of lhe character of the proposed Con- and economy can realize their appropriate re
Two dollars per annum, if pai J within the year.—
’to u GimuM,
o
j
.
vention, and the expediency of assenting to wards. I cannot doubt that every citizen
t^lbe P>*<'eneSS
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which lor all claims, and authorized the Governor sertion and maintenance of our undoubted it.
1 have communicated' my objections,
late»l.lhe lM,L*' remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No to make a similar request for re-payment. r.gh of possess.on. A though, m the final | They were presented as niv ^1^ of this State will concur in the expediency
paper disco.mio.ued, except at the option o5 the pub In another resolve a strong anxiety was
of immediately taking measures to continue
, 7 (F1? eÎ °rtS’ W“h thTe Of Otbers’ were Î ate protest and k is for y°u to confirm, to
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
the survey of townships into lots and the
I lie publisher does not hold himself responsible for manifested for some immediate action by not effectual m securing the passage of the i modify or retract it.
safe to actual settlers, and to continue also
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount the General Government, in relation to the
P?"d'';g bill, yet in many respec.s ,|,e ef-1
A copy o( the answer to this cotnmunicacharged for its insertion.
Reasona
establishment of Military Posts, and the fret “f the various means employed was | tion from the Secretary of State, dated June the road to the St. John River.
there will bPhft 7
erection of Fortifications, within the limits visible m the deliberations and action of ( 28, I 838, enclosing a copy of his letter to ble encouragement to new settlers, which
8 tk’1 'bey lave J' COMMUNICATION OF GOV. KENT. of our State.
should always be the policy of the State,
Congress. The question was rescued from.....................................
It was evident from these varrons pro the death like stupor in which it had so the Hon. Mr. Williams, as explanatory of and a firm determination to protect them’
•n^ bVue,,UffieroW
^ie Senate and House of Representaceedings, that the will and wishes of Maine long rested. A new impulse was given to the nature of the proposition, is now com will soon fill this fertile region with hardy
l“p ishedin eve|.^
tifies :
were clearly in Hvor of strong representa the cause. For the first time, the whole municated to you. It is for you to judge, and intelligent men, who are the true
tions
and active efforts to bring the con subject was made the foundation of a Con whether any beneficial effects, equal to the strength and defence of our Stale.
It
being
by
the
Constitution
made
the
of these nilh
inconvenience arid injury by the great delav
During the progress of the Surveys, a
Perations 1»^ * duty of the Governor,“ to give the Legisla troversy to a conclusion, and I felt bound gressiohal report, nod enlisted in investiga which must be occasioned, are likely to re
person, assuming to be “ Warden of the
ture from time to time information of the louse every legitimate mode, within my tion and debate the talents and eloquence
sult from a mere commission of exploration disputed territory,” delivered to the Survey
10Pers“»»«< condition of the State,1 deem it proper power, to second and secure the desired ob of some of our ablest statesmen.
The
to avail myself of this occasion, to lay be jects. Therefore, at the time when, in com question became respected, and from obscu and survey only, of the whole extent of the or General ot this State a written protest, a
ielL outhe contran [ fore you, at the close of the year, a suc pliance with the requests of the Legislature, rity and neglect it rose to the first rank in line, from the head of the St. Croix to the copy of which is herewith transmitted, to
north western m os t head of Connecticut Riv gether with a copy of the reply of the Sur
•omc, and thecal cinct account of the proceedings of the Ex I forwarded to our delegation in Congress co
hey generally,^ | ecutive, xand copies of the various docu pies of the several resolves and documents in interest and importance. Instead of being er, especially since the examination and sur veyor General, denying his right and asregarded as a question involving a few acres vey, which have been made during the past selling his own determination to fulfiil his
ystem be freed
ments which have been prepared and re relation to this subject, I addressed a letter to of uninhabitable land in the far off regions
11 d turgid huinota, l|
season by Maine, of the most important instructions. No other interference was at-,
ceived during the year, in relation to the them collectively, urging upon them the ne of the north, and a border trouble affecting
sufficient to catiseij
part, which had not been sufficiently exam tempted.
pre-eminently interesting and important cessity of active exertions in favor of the only this frontier Stale, it was assumed and
»lions daily, wil|S0|tl
ined before. My own views on; this point
The contingences named in the Resolve
pending
bill,
and
explaining
what
I
conceiv

treated as a national matter, which involv are fully expressed in the note which I had tn relation to the Boundary not having oc
>d the constitutioii,/ question, the North Eastern Boundary of
ed
to
be
the
true
intentions
and
views
of
our
Stale.
Such
an
exposition
is
due
equal

ed the vital interests of one member of the the honor to address to the Secretary of
of health and
curred, and no action on the part of the
ly to the people and their representatives, Maine, in assuming the attitude and di Confederacy, and the plighted faith and
Slate, that, “ after fifty five years of procras General Government having been had as
recting
the
future
course,
specified
in
the
who
have
a
right
to
know
in
detail
the
Constitutional
obligations
of
the
Union
to
iommended by thMsi
tination, it is reasonable to ask, that what therein contemplated, on or before the first
7 have cured ofd action of their public servants, and to the resolves. A copy of that letter is here make the controversy its own.
A feeling ever movement is made should have a di day of September last, it became my duty
with
communicated,
dated
April
18,
1838.
> Colds, Indigesit^J Executive, who has been entrusted with
of sympathy was manifested in various parts
The Adjutant General having made a of the country, and an expression of con rect and unavoidable tendency towards a “ to appoint forthwith suitable Commission
unis, and a sense0| j an impôt tant duty and a direct agency in
final settlement, and not, when ended, leave ers and Surveyors, for ascertaining, running
- of the head, usuallr carrying into effect the declared will of the communication to me in reference to our viction that Maine had a just cause loo long
the parties upon the same spot from which and locating the North Eastern Boundary
oplexy, Jaundice, { Legislature, and who may justly feel a nat military defences, in order to enforce our
neglected, accompanied with the gratifying they started.”
With these explanations line of this State, and to cause the same to
'bus, and commoalJ ural desire, that the people whom he has claims to protection, and in furtherance of
assurance, that our rights must be vindicat and documents, the whole matter is submit be carried into operation.” I accordingly,
Gout, Rheumata.,, served in a responsible station, and in the objects of the resolve, I addressed a let
ed and would be sustained by the Nation. ted to your consideration, that you may give on the 3d of September last, appointed
complaints, Pled
ter to the Secretary of War, under date of The able- and decided Report upon the
ession of thespirid whose judgment and justice he reposes his
such an expression of opinion on the subject, and commissioned John G. Deane, Mifford
April 5th, 1 838, enclosing a copy of the question of right, made to the Senate of the
, sore Eyes, Fits, J confidence, should folly understand his
as to you may seem proper, and such as the P. Norton and James Irish, Esquires, Com
Adjutant
General
’
s
communication
and
United States by the Chairman of the Com honor and lights of Maine may, in your view, missioners, and Wm. P. Parrott, Esq,, Sur
Measles, Croup, acts and the reasons upon which they w ere
urging the importance of prompt considera mittee of Foreign Relations, (Mr. Buchan
Quinsy, Cholic,M founded.
demand.
veyor. In considering the proper instructions
I expressed to the Legislature and the tion. The result of the application was an,) and lhe discussions in the Senate and
orms, Dysentary,
The assumption of a right to exclusive and deciding upon the most expedient course
the
designation
of
Brig.
Gen.
Wool,
of
the
n the Head,King'di People n,y views of the rights and duties
House gave satisfactory evidence of in and absolute jurisdiction, by (he govern to be pursued in commencing the work requir
or St. Anthony’s?’ °f this State and of the General Govern- Army, to make a reconnoisance and to re creasing interest, and the apprehension of ment of New Brunswick, over the whole ed, and the most useful mode of operation,
This duty was the true grounds of our claim.
iwellitigs, Ulcers,« ment, in relation to this subject, at the port a plan of defence.
The Re
ing, Cancers, j»; commencement of the year. At that time performed by that officer, with prompt!-1 solves, finally adopted in both branches, territory north of the sources of the Aroostook during the short time remaining of the season,
and St. John Rivers, and the establishment of 1 was led into an investigation of the actual
Piles, Costivw a citizen of our State was imprisoned in a lude and fidelity. A copy of his report,
without a dissenting vote, fully assert the a Wardenship over the same, by the concur facts in relation to former surveys, and ex
b frightful. DreJ
made
to
the
Executive
of
this
State,
and
al

foreign jail for attempting to execute a law
unquestionable justice of our cause and the rence, as is asserted, of the President of the plorations. A condensed account of those
-very kind, espeei*
so copies of other documents upon this validity of our title.
J'he'postponemeut of United States, and the exercise of authority surveys, çontained in the various documents
&c.
T within ib'j limits of this State and the dis
I have the bill, providing for a survey and marking
puted tenitory.
Before any proceedings subject, are herewith submitted.
within the same limits, have been the sub to which access has been had, will probably
jo use and reewij
received no other information of any ac
f positive ©f thebn on the subject by the Legislature or the tion by the General Government on the and placing moumrrents on the line? was ject of frequent objections and loud remon be interesting, as bringing to light facts but
unsatisfactory, and in view of the whole strance on the part of this Stale.
'ial effects. Thejj] Executive, after the.organization of the Civ
I have little known, except to those who have
II she can in ibeti] il Government, Mr. Greely was released. subject, although I had strong hopes that at matter, to my mind, inexpedient and a de not considered that the honor or faith of deeply investigated the subject, and bear
least
some
additional
posts
would
have
nial of our manifest rights.
But it would the State required of any of its officers to ing directly upon the question of the cor
inptoni of the buej
T he aspect of the general question, at the
■ human frame isi commencement of the year, in reference to been established before the present time. be unjust to deny that an important ad acknowledge the existence of such a right rectness of the course finally adopted by the
ny of the blood,k the diplomatic intercourse between Great The documents communicated will exhibit vance was made in the general condition of to exclusive jurisdiction, or the authority of Executive.
.lie sqae of the fc Briiairi and the United States, and the an- the grounds,of the request and the details, of the question, by the progress of information such a Warden. Under the very judicious
In 1817 when the Commissioners of the
the progress and present state of this mat and conviction at Washington, and in all
and liberal law of last winter, in relation to •wo Governments, appointed under the
lo ¡1» ter.
parts of the Union.
Where, as in this the settlement of the public lands, it was 5th article of the Treaty of Ghent, viz :
DHueroos persons^ sf)PPd-v Bnd sa“sLrctory termmation, exhibIn considering
the condition
of the
O
------- - • V.
vr • > * * * I J J public
M1 Iv
Wopinion
' jfZ’«?»
V IU UU
country,
in ■relation
to po deemed expedient that several townships Thomas Barclay on the part of Great
d v hose bodies are- ,ted
the f'ngermg correspondence which
whole subject, and the attitude to be assum-1 litical action is so strong in its power, it is
should be surveyed into lots for settlers. Britain, and C. P. Van Ness of Vermont
t all that can reason!. lu,d ,hen come to
lhe apotky and in
ed by Maine, in the event of the failure of al! important to the success of any cause, Several of those townships are north of the on the part of the United States, met to
n-ary relief,
difference with which other States, except
the specified action ou the part of the Gen that it should be enlightened and satisfied line that has been claimed by Great Britain, proceed upon the business before them, it
rnenced using tlieiil those directly interested, stemed to regard
eral Government, the advantage of ob of lhe justice and equity of an asserted and also of a line due west from the latitude was mutually agreed by the Agents of the
g circumstancesoil,« it, and the genera! ignorance which prevailtaining prompt remuneration for the mon claim.
of Mars Hill, which has been sometimes as two governments and ordered by the Com
most every oilier B ed abroad of the grounds of our claim and.
ey
paid Baker, Greely and others, (not so
Mr. Daveis was also the bearer of a let sumed, (upon what ground lam at a loss to missioners, that “ an actual survey of the
er unavailing,havete ttie justice <>f our cause, all conspired to
and happiness bjilte,lh row a cloud over our rights an.d an tin- j much on account of the amount as the ter.from the Governor of Maine, to the understand) as the true divisional line.
due north line from the source of the St.
principle involved,) and the importance of President of the United States, dated April
Under the direction of the Land Agent Croix, and an exploring survey of s.ai.d
certainty over bur prospects.
No commuawakening an interest in the question, by 28, 1838, asking remuneration for the mon and Governor and Council, Townships No. line and of the highlands, which divide
i KENNEBUNK 1I[ u.icaiion of any progress in the negotiation
explanation and information given to those ey paid and urging the importance and ex 10 and 12, in the 5th range west of the east those rivers that empty themselves into the
z Co.;
had been made for several years, and no rein authority at Washington., of the true pediency of definite and prompt proceed line of the State, upon the Aroostook wa river St. Lawrence from those which fall
t, by S. H.Goiili;| ply to the last American proposition, made
merits of the controversy and the fixed de ings, and explaining the position which ters, have been surveyed into lots by the into the Atlantic Ocean,” should be com
>rd, McIntire
in Febrdary, 1836, had been made public,
termination of Maine to insist upon some Maine had assumed, and lhe anxious desire Surveyor General and his assistants, and fif menced and completed.
Accordingly in
is Adams;
•
And when, after pearly two years delay,
definite proceedings to bring the matter to which was here felt, to be relieved from the ty two lots have been sold and conveyed in structions were given to the Surveyors of
Hun tress;
an answer to that proposition was received,
a close, and the manifest wish of this State necessity of independent action. No reply No. 10, and three in No. 12, and thirty-five both governments to repair to the Monu
bourne;
the result of the discussion was such a
to induce, if possible, the authorities of the to this communication has been received, in No. 4, all in the said 5th Range. Many ment, at the source of the St. Croix, and
lets;
complete failure, and the negotiation be
United States to relieve Maine from the but it was transmitted by the President to other lots have been applied for in that sec select one party from each company to
on Webber;
tween the two governments had. come to
phen Merrill;
necessity of independent action, it occurred Congress and has heretofore been published. tion, a strong interest has been excited, and commence the actual survey of said boun
such an absolute termination, that the
&. Wood;
to the Executive, that the crisis called for A copy is now laid before you.
emigration has been turned in that direc dary line from the Monument, and run the
President of the United States thought “ it
rks & Wilson;
extraordinary exertions and the adoption
I also herewith submit a copy of a letter tion..
same due north upon a meridional line to
due to the State of Maine, and necessary
heldon Hobbs;
of some more efficient measure, than the from the Secretary of the State to the Gov
proceed
untilfurther orders, the survey to
The
public
curiosity,
awakened
in
part
on ;
to......
the
.. intelligent
..... ...............action
.......... .of the
.... General.Gov......................
arak Maxwell, JoliHernment to take the sense of this State, in mere transmission of the documents to ernor of Maine, dated May 8th, 1838, in doubtless by the contradictory reports, or be made by them separately and the line to
Washington, The time seemed propitious reply to lhe communication enclosing a rather assertions in relation to the Aroos be agreed upon by both. This survey was
. regard to the expediency of opening a di
dick, George M. ® rec{ negO|i3linn for the establishment of a for an unusual effort, for the strong lan copy’ of lhe Resolves, &c. of the Legislature. took territory, seemed to demand a correct under the direction of Charles Turner, Jr.
guage and the expressed determination of From this it appeared, that the President, exploration, and Dr. Ezekiel Holmes well on the part of the United States, and Colin
conventional line ” 'Phis proposition was this State had begun to awaken an interest
Jennett;
“ in consideration of the result of the appli known as a scientific agriculturalist and ge Campbell on. the part of the British Gov
accordingly made through the Executive of abroad, and men’s minds were turned to the
uel Douglass;
cation of the General Government to the ologist, was employed by the Board of* In ernment.
this State, and resulted in a decided ex subject, with a manifest desire to know the
errill, P. M.;
State of Maine, in relation to a conventional ternal Improvements in that service.
Another party under the direction of
An
pression
of
the
Legislature
against
the
pro

lathan Elden;
troth. By an order in Council, a copy of line, and in accordance with the expressed account of the character of this section will the principal Surveyors, viz : Col. Bouposal
and a determination
to abide Tt7
by the which is communicated, it was resolved to
nborn ;
r.... ...............................
.....................
wishes of the Legislature, had ordered a be found in the full and satisfactory report chette on the part of Great Britain
Mills, Caleb MJl treaty line. The only proceeding which send a Special Agent to Washington, to
new proposition to be made to the Govern made by him, which will be laid before you, John Johnson on the part of the United
& S. C. Adams; had been had in Congress was the approco-operate with our Delegation in forward ment of Great Britain, for the establishment and which I think will clearly show, that States was directed, whilst the actual sur
olt.on; NorthdO'i’priation of $20,000, in 1837, to enable the
ing the views of the Legislature and the of a joint commission of survey and explor this virgin soil is unsurpassed in fruitfulness
vey was in progress, “ for the purpose,”
*
President to run and locate the treaty line, People, and in urging our claims and our
ation, upon the basis of the original Amei i-' and capacity of production by any other as the instructions say, “ of obtaining
Lellan ;
which he had declined to do, on the ground
such information concerning the probable
rlc Arthur;
that t|)e |aw was not imperative in its determination upon the attention of the ican proposition, and lhe modifications of section of our State.
Government at that place.
It was thought fered by Her Majesty’s Government.”
I refer you to the lucid report of the land extent of the meridional line as also the
ImbeXnd a^^lerrns’ and he did not deen’ k exPedient in
that such a proceeding, in addition to the
The contents of this note were deemed agent for particular information relative to courses and distances of the line along the
lied hereafter froniHhe state at the then pending negotiation. direct assistance which might be rendered
by me of the highest importance, and I the progress of the sale and settlement of highlands to the Northwesternmost head
Portland.
At the l,me -0>e deliberations of the last to the delegation, who were pressed with
of Connecticut River, to proceed upon
considered it my duty, the Legislature hav the land in this region.
O. LANGLEV, Legislature of this Slate upon this subject, other public duties towards the close of the
an
exploring survey, upon a line due
ing adjourned, to express fully and frankly to
In
that
document
will
also
be
found
an
Hing Agent for^8 another bill providing directly for the sur- session, would evince the sense of Maine in
lhe Secretary of State, in reply, my views account of the active and efficient measures, North from the Stake already mentioned,
State of Main«" vey and establishment of the treaty line
relation to the importance of the crisis and of the wishes and intentions of Maine, and adopted by that vigilant officer to break up (the monument) until they arrived at some
0,1838.
'waspending before Congress.
After deIt to protest, in decided language, against the parties, who had made their prepara one of the streams or watery which are con
IP^>cPn’ng to accede to the proposition itj rela- the necessity of national interposition.
was my anxious wish, that, if the measure what I understood to be the purport and tions and commenced trespassing on the A- nected with the river St. Lawrence, and ex
lion to a conventional line, the Legislature, failed, it should not meet that fate by rea
meaning of the language used by him, and roostook lands, belonging to this State.
It plore the different highlands which lie
aving contracte • a sn(jSPqnent resolve, iequested our conennebunk, to ^Ltiiutional Agents at Washington to urge the son of any want of interest or effort on our to assure him, that after the lapse of more is encouraging and satisfactory, that this between the last mentioned line and the
part. By advice of the Council, Charles . than half a century of negotiation, Maine first attempt to interfere directly with such Northwesternmost head of Connecticut
for one ^’aJpassage of that bill, as one demanded both
S. Daveis, Esq. of Portland was appointed asked for something more than a mere com unlawful acts resulted in so great success ; River, and also to exploré and ascertain
Xeby forbids W policy and justice and believing, doubt- to perform the duties of Special Agent. A
mission of exploration, without power to and thHe can be no doubt, that hereafter as as near as practicable the sources of the
Jn ft},ePaii|i(iless5 that H that bdl faded, and no decisive copy of his instructions and also of a letter i
settle anything and most solemnly remon the means of communication are increased various streams which rise between the
couirt of on accbii»i(!movement was made by the General Gov- which he bore to the Delegation from :
strated against the vital modifications of by vigilance and determination on the part line last mentioned (the due North line)
nav no bill Inurnment either alone or in conjunction with this State, herewith communicated, will
Her Majesty’s Government.
A copy of of the State Authorities, this system of un and the Northwesternmost head of Con
;X. G. FURNAS1 Great Britain, as therein expressed, that
more fully explain the nature, and objects that reply, dated June 9-th, 1838, is submit authorized and lawless plundering can be nect rent River and empty themselves in
1838.
V the time would then have arrived for Maine
of his appointment. Mr. Daveis immedi ted to you, that you may be enabled to ex prevented.
to the St. Lawrence or the Atlantic
ately repaired to Washington and perform- ,press your own views and correct any .mis
Ocean, and also the elevations and prom
Although
the
Legislature
at
its
last
ses

ibr S&I®’ commence the work of ascertaining, ruii- ed the duties required, with great zeal, dis
conception of the wishes and opinions of sion, by the non concurrence of the Senate, inent features of the land which divide
tored on CajMn",ng nnd locating the North Eastern Boun- cretion and ability, and to my entire satis
the people, which you may discover therein. declined making any appropriation for the said streams or waters.”
wharf which rfMary line. And in that contingency, it was faction, with equal honor to himself and
I invite your attention more particularly continuation of the Aroostook Road, the
It may be noticed, in passing, that the
in any quantity/’made the imperative duty of the Governor benefit to the cause.
His able Report, to this document, as it appears by the re Land Agents of the two States, under language of these instructions very plainly
to appoint
forthwith
Commissioners now transmitted to you, contains a full ac- <
cent Message of the President, that no re the authority vested in them, have caused indicates, that at that time, no doubt was
WM. LOHffjf’for that purpose and “ cause the same to
count of his proceedings and success, with ply has yet been made by Great Britain, to the road to be perfectly made to the 30 mile entertained that the due North line ex-^
, 1838.
be carried into operation.”
many important suggestions in reference to ithe proposition offered last April, although tree, and to be prepared for a winter road to tended to the waters of the St. Lawrence,
----- —
The same Legislature by a resolve al- the subject matter in controversy; forming ithe President, in what appears to me a spir
the Aroostook River. I refer you to the as the language is not that of the treaty
CE.
lowed to Ebenezer S. Greelv the sum of altogether a strong document in support it of almost unexampled patience, expresses Land Agent’s report for the particulars.
even.—but the instructions distinctly
ve unsettled aefi^five hundred dollars, for his sufferings and of our important interests.
;a belief, that the British Minister will re
These various steps of locating lots and speak of the waters of the St. Lawrence
.fibers, ot one/.¡losses, and requested the Governor to ask
Mr. Daveis was also clothed with full iceive powers to conclude the arrangement, giving deeds to actual settlers, preventing being found in a due north Une.
to have them ajFand receive of the government of die Unit- power, to ask and receive remuneration for
without needless delay.
trespasses and continuing this very important
Under these instructions the actual sur1AM LOKD&Co'

111 Sole|s W*

i»Ml

1838.

tfon being-on tile motion to appoint the com- most feasible of which is tcr-give the Suprun,
Comst equity powers with regard to theseFNITE» STATES- LEGJSLATURE. nmtee by ballot.
very was commenced froa® the Monwment
F Q RE I G N N E W S
| --------------- —--------------- ---------- —------ - | Mr. Bond of Ohio, took the fiber« and en- lioudSj.t.hM the penalty recovered by the credmlB 17, and proceedied about 20 ®»es..
¡'too may he reduced to the actual damage, a(
Ten Bfayv later from England..—th«”: iwum-fmH congress...„third- SESSIONS rered into am elaborate examinatibi». of the in. ths case of some other bonds. After som#
The surveyors,.however, at times differ■
■
.
.
------------:
------------------------------------------Giiocuments
rowHicted
with
this
subjpet,
and'
tn« and probably at last ascertaining that paeket ship United Stales, at New ¥®nk,. we j
Friday, jan 4.
H|-i>ued from ihciM, that the Secr,elaiiy of the fti<Mhb.er remarks by Mr., Bradbury and Mr,
they had. made some mistakes, abaxidon«.!! have received Lomlon papers to
Severall
Resolutions-inq.uiny
wen©adoptTreasury had heeu gtiiljty of gross and culpu- Diuss-the order was passed.
tney n<
P^liametit was further prorogued to>i
Petition presented and referred.—Jacob
ble-negligence of’duty, and- thereby encour
ed.
the'work.
,D-Fate wports'February 5^ then to meet for the despatch ©f
aged and facilitated» the defalcations of Swart- C. Staples et als. to be set off f raur (Cornishto,
The
reHob'ifion
intre<iw«ed
yesterday
by
The Surveyors
made
se
vey°1’
„-n »l of the business. The
papers
contam
ex-;
Limerick..
the London
New
pa|,f;rs
to Nov.
Mr. Rives, calling on the President for any wont, Price and others.
in 1818, as appears by the
— Journal ot^tne |racls
Mr.. Thomas and. Mew&e continued, the
Commissioners« which were ordered to 10, embracing Moutrea! dates to the 6th, tn- iuformatien o# an arrangement between the
chidmg w««
Si»- John --r-Colboine’s . proclamation', Secretary of War and the Bank of the Uixited. debate.
b.©: filedk
.
,.
ciwuing
®ill! t'©> nelieve sureties on bmu-ksiii rertl(jt)|
1
'...... 'ling out of States, was taken up for adoption. On, this
After the reports Were made' to the^anj ol|iel- accounts of- the
break
THURSDAY,. J?*N. K0.
cases, was referred to the Judiciary CoiiHni(.
Commissioners of the actual survey,- they | th<} |<iS< M^u-rreetion,- the capture ©4 Mr. EJ- Mr. R. addressed the Senate at great length,.’
^. ....
........... tee,
............ '/ ('i'Gis bill provides (||!i6
nearly
the whole
in concurrence,
did‘ on theOOth of May, 1818, order that ’ liiee and'others at Bea^wbi^amU.he affair and-was replied to by Mr. Niles,, who g.av.e ■ The House was .eng-ag-tedl .........
did, on the 2Utn oi xvA ty,
>
NM„i(J|Wi|lf.
The ¡intelligence however, way for amotion to adjourn belofle hw liiad day« mi tlie w<a<vy bill, in conuMiBiiV&e»- of the no mw*:e kham- nominal tlamages shall be re.
the act mil ^mwey and markings » A<, J (ioe J,ot appear to have caused. a.ny grea-t conifluiKiled his retwarks
cw-veii«d,. where the piiijtci.pa.ls wij. pwqi- da|a.
whole.
North line be suspended.
until the A. sentsa|lo)U q-tie (uli(|s were heavy, but there ,
__
- - ------------- : ors’ bonds have been duly permitted to
SATÜ RDA Y, JA N.. 5..
LEGISL A T U RE OF MAIN E. H^se ami lake bhe ou.ih by two Justices Qf
tronomers cam revise- and. d. necessary cor¡ltl|e*ol. 11O depression in price.
|
_ the quorum.!
Feet th«c sHroe.,, I liuve n»ot
able to j Letters from li«>logoe state, that the AvisSeveral pctitiiwiis,. reports of committees,
Petitions presented and r ferred—ol J.
«
'1TEJESDAY,. JtAN. 8.
1
find that either Astronomers or Survey- trian lloOpS were to leave that place on the and* restol'iijtions were presewied. 'I’he reso
Millen and 50 others, for an appropriation hl'
ors ever went on. again, to this line,, des- 21st, and that the complete evacuation ot the lution of Mr. Rives, ealhiaig on the President
Oil motion of Mr. Littlefield the various aid them in buil'ding a biidge i». Orono; g,
foTOted as the actual tine, « tlrnt any ; Kwrau. St»..« by the A..«rum troop.«, would for additional information-relative to tbie «:o-äu- parts of the G.ov. Message were referred to
igiwiiu
¡rx« ir, it I hp pfi’pcted bv the end ot November,
tract between the Government and the Bbi-nk the appropriaite Commiit»?es, except so much C. West et als. for a law prohibii’mg die
thing more has been done t
<
•j
Dwham «with
the
and othof ardent spirits in less qJuan.ii.t.y t.Uaxi.£8 ¡¡¡ij.
the Countess
Countess
othCol. Bouchette and Mr. Johnson piweed- ! Lord! Durham,
of feiswith
family,
landed and
at Fat
 of the Unwed States, was taken up and op as relates to the N- E. Boundary which was
,lons„
posed
by
Mr.
NilesOu
»notion
of
Mr.
Clay,
referred to Messis. Osgood« Bouleile, Wil- .
ed with the exploring line m 181Z aci°ss thBj er
troni die Iriga-te liumi^nmt', om FriSt. John m 90 miles from \lie I^on"n?e‘i 5 i (
vj. 30, !tand
.lwl WRlfH
Maifor of Alabama« it was postponed to Tuesday, I jams, Steward ami IlmupLueys, with such'
THURSDAY, JkS. 10,
were ^¡ved
received Fn,
by Majior
and
the
Senate
adjourned.
as the- House may jp-iiu
[House joined '
and' made- serrate itepom @f therr doings. <iay, ^ov
Gen. Ellice.
landed
ow asWed
lies- .
Qndtned, That tilifie Committee on the Jm|i»
At the meetmg of thefi
(tyjm
LrnId Had
have he
been,
satuied
Gover-;
Messrs. Cole of Paris, Lyman of Portland«’
MONDAY,. J AN. 7.
.1818, apparently for the first time,, titre
......... ( (
vv„Pf> ..^.pivpd
Paine of Sanford, Adams of Union, Richards ciary hr diweied io consider the expediting
nor General, but despatches were received
ish agent suggests doubts whether the due
The
S^nait'C
resmiaed
the
consideruiion
of
of
Ellsworth, Shelilon of Gardiner, Whidden of ¡‘.bolishing imprisonment lor debt; will*
I on Thursday, announcing the accept anee ©f
leave to report by bill or otherwise.
North Line of the treaty will extend to the,
j his resignation, and he landed wkliont any the bill to reduce and graduate the price of ol Calais, Dinsmore of Aus<»n, Ide of FrankRead once and to-morrow- assigned— Rrsolv»
St.. Lawrence waters, and proposes to dis-,’ official honors. He was, however, cheered the public liupis.
fort, /Mien oi Bangor, Packard uí Elancbiafd,
in favor of die town of Ly inwun»
continue the furtherstuvey and explorationjn
A debate followed on the merits of the a- aiid Leach of Wihou.
by the people assembled« and on Sariurday
’I’he order in relation to changing the tint»
that line and return to’ the rvgwM® ot Mars Hill,
him at the oieiidmetits and the bill, in which Messrs.:
--------of holding the, aimuaj ejections m this Suite,
and explore from thence westwardly, by the aii address was presentetf to L...... : 3.J Clay -of-'Ky, Walker, Smith of find. an.dij
.
W
ednesday, jan 9.
sources of the Aroostook and DesChntes, and Tdwia Hall, from the inhabitants ©>f Daven- Roane p^ucipaledVarious petitions were referred aud orders laii-d om the table yeslertlay« w-iw* taken up ¡tiul
passed.
»hence towards the source« of the Chaudlere pO'rü awd Stói.ieh®wse- Lx»rd Durham, iu bis
~
!
passed
in. concurrence.
repeated the declaran©!» which he
m®<i<w> of Mr. Cushman of Dexter,
and dw Kennebec,, where the agent alleges« reply,
T'pESD'A.Y« JAN. 8.
i
____
made before leaving Caiiaihi, that he should. I
Ordered, That the Com.nM.Wee u.u ^ttti
be has- good cause t-®* believe that the highA
large
tAiimibwit
of
memorials,
twnd
repoms
I
.
|
,
THURSDAY, JAN. 10.
devote himself to the promotioir of the inter-1
Lands be directed to imptire into the expo*
Jaind's eon’templaced m the treaty will be,
of committees«were presented.
! Mr» Banker from the Committee on the
diency of making a further appropriation fa
found. This new proposition was- restated estsof the inhabitants of Btilish. America.
The special order of the day, on the bill to Treasurer’s- Report on the Fimmces, made a
by the American agent, be alleging that the
__
_ —By graduate »md reduce the price of lands, wus ; Report, which was read aibxlim-cepted, in sub extending and completing the Acootquok
The. Royal William, from England.
Road.
highlands of the treaty would be found at
l steam ship, which arrived taken up, and further debated by Mr. Critlen- 1 stance this :—
A message was received from ike Sena!»
’
• .
I i » ..
14 .»
V..:.».
MIL- OU..
Al». 1...
:
, The Cu.uuuliee repor. the. they find H...
a Cl)B>.c„„oll forth»ith, ¡„
to
the
evening
of
Mr.
Clay
of
Kentucky.
—
After
a
short
execui
! «ere.pw and expeinhunea properly
i|„n. fiir ,|lc pn,,,,,«. (lfd
thence along the highlands would demonstrate our files of London papers 1
—
’
""
live
session»
the
Senateadjourned.
¡and correctly cast, and the bu.l.iMij,ce correctly ii -ing1 a —
•
• th»
it. Although the request of the British agent Dec. 14, and Liverpool to the 15th. The
Treasurer of State
;—to which
i stated.
took
was not in terms granted, yet the result was Royal
°
1 .William
. ...............
*’ a southerly passage,
House
assented.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 9,
t The Treasurer submitted to the Committee
nearly the same, as the surveyors were or passing near Madeira, and had m.»lnl^ and
In Convention of the two 11 ousts.
The land bill was taken up, a.nd farther an account current (not included in his gen- :
dered to finish the exploring survey of the comfortable weather. The lemgth of her
Whole immbes o>f voAes for Treasurer of
discussed
by
Messrs.
Merrick,
Fwlto-»,
Walkeral
account)
showing
the
amount
of
personal
passage
was
twenty
and
a
half
days.
due North line, and not to proceed at all
St ate,
VJ8
Boston Daily Adv.
er and Buchanan.
expenses incmied by him in effecting a Ljum.
West wardly along the highlands, but to re
Necessary to. a ehoiee,
m
Al
the
close
of
(be
day,
Mr.
Clay
of
Ky.
for
the
State,
amounting
to.
;
and
idsn
!*onl Durham arrived in London on the
turn- immediately to- the regro-n of Mars Hill,
Jeremiah Goodwin has
m
and commence the exploration of the high 7th. He had no-t been admitted to an m- presented a substitute for the whole measure, an account ot premiums received by him lor
J. B. Cahoon
“
81
lands at that point, aeeo-rdmg to the swgges- terview with the Ministry« his resignati-o» This substitute embraces the distributinu bill checks and (h alts t>u the Banks of Boston
James White,
•
1
\ and New York, amounting to 354),24, leaving
Monoftbe British agent.
Accordingly, in having
......... n been
___ accepted. The Gown less had of »be Senator from Kentucky.
Blank (not counted)
Î
No question was taken.
i a balance in his hands ot 163,75.
1818« Mr. Johnson and Mr. Odell (who had j resigned her situation as Lady in waiting to
And therefore Jenmaiah Goodwin of Al____
i In consideration of extra services rendered |I fred, was declared duly elected Treasurer of
been .substituted for Col. Bouchette,) pro-j,^ Queen, and the resignation, bad liee»
Thursday, jan. ¡0. ' by the Treasiirer, the Committee agreed u- State for the current political year.
ceeded to run the exploring line from the.
Tbe reso-lmi©.» of Mr. Rives, railing on the »»a>«>«»»^J mallow him to retain thal buK jj The Convention then dissolved,
point where it was left the former year, toj
qqie Great Western, which left .New
Beaver or Metis River, which empties into : York Nov. 23, arrived at Bristol Dec. 7, in a President for information respecting the an,tT; „
, .
. •
j On motion of Mr. Appleton, it was ordered
Lake Metis and fro-m thence into the St. ] paasage of 14 days.
lenos ol-agreetneot entered i»lo between the |
I,1'" Vt,nnnil.ee express their approltaHol. 'that the several petitions now on the table in ,
Lawrence, a»d having arrived at that stream, j
.1.« manner tn which the hnnks,
«,»|i re-tattou to the License tow.*, and all others
The Peace of Europe.—The Commerce Serrenny of War and the Bank of.he United !
without exploring or running along the' publishes a letter from Lemberg (Galicia) da States, was adopted.
,'!« Oeptnltnenl U»«« teeu kept anti lire en- jI that may he received, be referred to it Joint
highlands from that
according to the . ted 23d ult. showing that the Russian Gov
The cintsidentlion of the Utnd Bill was lire sauslncnun »hat the tlnltett ot the same I Select Committee, consisting on the part of
irks have been ably and faithfully performed.
first instructions and the terms of the treaty,; ernment is impressed with a belief that war , then resumed. Mr. Clay made a few retm
.........
the House, of Messrs. Appleton, McIntire,
Mr. Perkins, from the Committee on that Kelsey, Delvsderiiier, Vose, Ht<i.u4ii,ii)s am| j .
they returned to Mars Hill. And it is a<sin- 'i is unavoidable, or to be provoked. The levy ’ in- support of the substitute he had offered for
gulai’ fact, that after that time, no American j of (from 80,000 to 120,000) me» for 1830 the whole bill—and Mr. Buchanan spoke at subject, repotted Rules and Orders, which Patten ot Bath* [Senate joined Messrs. Iw
Surveyor, or authorized Agent, has ever ex-j was ordered to be called out, and completed length against the principle (of
distribution
,
.
.........
............... were adopted.
Reed, Heagau and 'Belcher ]
Mr. Osgood from the Committee on Litamined or traced the height of lawd, or given by the lUih inst. An immeitse body of light • embraced in Mr. Clay’s substitute. Mr. Clay•’3s
Petition of Charles G. Smith e! al. for the I
the
a
Bill
to
incorporate
any aeco-unt of the character of the eonntry ■ cavidry (25 divisions), had been directed to proposition was rejected, aves 17, nays 28. ciature, reported
i • , c
repeal of alt laws making a m' disnDrtioii n- '
about the Northwest angle of No-va Sco-tia., organize their war or service squadrons—a Several amendments were then made, which
yieologic.al ^emmary.
¿non« the people of this State on account of
’I’he Secretory of the State came in and ' their A'»Joif, was presented, imd on motion Im)
It seems as if both parties most studiously | circumstance which (the heavy cavalry re altered the character of the Bill—and the
avoided that point, which was the most iin- j ceiving no such orde-r) was held to sluo-w that ¡Senate adjourned on motion of Mr. Ben laid upon the table a message from the Gov on the tahlta*
portant of all, and the subsequent surveys it was on the side of Turkey that the blow ton.
ernor, enclosing certain resolutions of the
Mr. Moore of Waterville submitted tbelolcontinued through 1819 and 20, were almost' would be struck. Vast magazines of provis
Suite of Connecticut, in relation to the dispo
lowing, which was adopted :—
1
i
entirely confined to the examination of iso-! ions and materiel of war were also in process
sition <4 the public lands of the United States,
Ordered, '¡'hat the Committee to which
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
lated hills and imaginary ranges South of the ot formation.
which was read and referred jo the Commit was referred so much outlie GovernerV Mi-sl .
FRIDAY, JAN. 4.
tee
on
Suite
Lunds.
St» Jo-hn.
The same letters state that an Austrian
sage as relates to the North Eastern'.Koiniihi-1
[To be concluded.]
On motion ol Mr. Gross, the Committee
A large number of reports of committees
corps of observation, to consist 6f 80,000
rv of this State be instructed to inquire ihlo
on
Agriculture
was
directed
u*
inquire
into
were presented.
Mr. Taliaferro, from the
ne Frontier.-A good deal of excilemenr
wouM'*»
■“
the expediency of extending the jurisdiction nf I
the
expediency
of
repealing
the
laws
giving
a
Committee on Revolutionary Claims, offered
this State over what has been hereiofae tlr. |
has been produced at the north by the burn- c,u’
„
„
rt „ >
j
i
bounty on wheat and corn.
nominated the disputed territory, to ihr Nnrlji-.
ing of a number of buildings at Caldwell’s! Amsterdam, Dec. ] I. Holland ana Belgt- a preamble and resolution, referring several
Ou motion of Mr. Emery, the Committee
Manor. It seems that a party of fifteen or urn.— We have received the following letter subjects (>finquiry relative, to public lauds to on the Judiciary was directed to inquire into west Angle of Nova Scotia (or New Brunt,
the
select
committee
to
whom
was
referred
wick) ns.described by the Treaty of 1783;
twenty armed men crossed over from Al-i fi'om l^e ”nKoe> ^ec*
:
that part of the President’s Message which the expediency of abolishing the Court of< and that they report, forthwith, by UiUoiwIiburgh, about 5 o’clock on Sunday morning,' u The London Conference have pronounCommon Pleas,of substituting therefor some I
relates to the public lauds.
and”burned four dwellings and six barns, the ced its final decision on the affairs of Holland
other tribunal, and adding one or more Judg er wise.
property of loyalists. At this point they and Belgium. The account of it has been
es to the Supreme bench.
SATURDAY, JAN. 5.
were fired upon by the guard, whereupon brought here within these few days from
fr’iday, JAN. II. |
Mr.
Harlan
offered
the
following
resolu

they retreated. The royalists by this time London. Four of the Powers represented at
Resolve m favor of t)ie town of Lyman, |
FRIDAY, JAN. ¡1.
tion,
which
was
agreed
to
after
being
amend

rallied, and by way of offset, applied the . the Conference have unanimously agreed to
„ !lie addition of the two last sentences.
Various orders were passed and petitions was taken tip, and referred to the Committed
torch to the buildings of a patriot by the ' the stipulations of the new arrangement, and ed,. by
on Claims.
Resolved,
That
the
Secretary
of
War
be
1
referred
in concurrence.
name of Grogran, who, it is said, headed the are ready, to insure the execution of those
On motion of Mr. Dudley of Lyman, Or-i
On
motion
of
Mr
Smart,
the
bill
relative
to
expedition.
It does not appear that any ' stipulations by active co-operation. France, directed to communicate to this House a
dere.d, 'That the Treasurer of State be ilirrciHawkers
and
Pedlers,
was
taken
up
and
re

Americans were concerned in it; but we ! it is true, has not joined in the resolution, but statement of the final settlement of the ac
ed to ,report
toc< the House
what portionoftli»
to
Messrs.
couins of
oi Lewis
oewiw Cass,
vass, late
lute Superintendent
oupenmenueni of
m ferred
••
i” a« committee
...nittinttv consisting »of
m uivs
.-»».-. .
r,
r,
■
..
shall not be surprised to hear that retaliation can no longer oppose the positivelyJ express- counts
Affairs ; of the annual salary of the Smart, Bowles and Perkins, with such us the j an
a* o,.k.<
UIH ie °"n 0
urgently Indian
has been made on ibis side the hue. Great ed wish of the other Powers, ivvho
‘
!
man
received
in
1837.
,
...
.
.
..
'
li...............
•
•
man
received
in
1837.
excitement prevails at Alburgh, Swanton, required its assent, and it declared in the said Superintendent, and of any extra com House may join.
Mr. Tyler of Newfield, submitted the fold
Messrs Williams, Comstock and Bradley !
and Missisquoi Bay, and the military is all most positive and explicit manner, that pensation, commission, or other allowances,
lowing order.
in motion. Report says that shots have al- though it had reasons foi not signing the nr- over and above his annual salary, which has were appointed on the part of the Senate, a ,
Ordered, That ------------------- with such m
standing
Committee
on
Indian
affairs.
[House
;
been
credited
or
allowed
to
him
at
the
Trea

ready been exchanged across the line, and rangement, it would however not oppose in
!1 the Semite may join, be a Committee to con
joined
Messrs.
Frees
of
’
Orono,
Patten
of
Bath,
sury Department.
“ Under what rule or
that a loyal picket guard having ventured any way the execution of it.
law of the Department such extra allowance Bartlett of Berwick, Hobbs of Eastport, Moor tract with some suitable person to peiTomthe
out the wrong side of 45, was made prisoner 1-------------------duties of Copying Clerk and Draftsman to
but subsequently released.
Later from France.—The packet ship Po was made.” “ Together with any opinion of Waterville, True of Garland and Otis of the two branches during the present Session,
Burlington Free Press.
land, Capt. Anthony, has this moment arriv which may have been given by the Attor Hallowell.
at a compensation not exceeding three dol
ed from Havre, whence she sailed on the ney General in regard to said claim.”
lars per <lay.
SATURDAY, JAN 12.
Texas — The new President, M. B. Lamar, ]5th of December. Our Paris dates are to
A Debate ensued, in which Messrs.Tyler,
Legislation inexpedient reported »>n the pe-!
MONDAY, JAN. 7.
was installed in office on the 10th ult. Gen- t|ie evening of the 13th, inclusive,
i Andrews of Newfield, Levensaler of Tlwntition
of
the
Penobscot
Medical
and
Surgi-I
eral Houston made a speech on retiring.
Letters from Brussels of Dec. 11 state that
The whole day was spent in the presenta
cal Society—of Asa Redington et al.—also on aston, Sheldon of Gardiner, Paine ofSaufonl,
Great confidence seems to be placed in the warlike preparations were going on rapidl) tion of memorials and petitions.
Thompson of Eddington, Whidden of f»h
ability of General Lamar, and the happiest an<l with great vigor. The force to be raised
Mr. Wise presented a petition which he Bill relative to beasts, pounds. &c.—on Bill .
Hutchms of Norridgewock, pnrtici|»l«
results are predicted from his administration. ’ was 70,000 men, to be increased to 110,000 if said had come to him with a seal bearing the relative to the collection of taxes on lands of,
impression
of wheat in a’ ....
fieid.\Ci• ’t.h ow"e,s unknown-on a Bill giving the de-! ®,! ’ after w}"cl>. on n«o»:on of Mr. Paine,
i ;...... : “ ~of
e ■ a sheaf
1
Eastern Argus. I necessary.
1
”
‘
Y
fendams and respondents iu all cases the, l!,e
««»»ended fixmg the compel»
-j a corp d’armee was to march on the 14th,
the motto, ‘ You deserve a good threshing,’
! ’,on at
’>e,‘ ,,aV ? an‘l the -v.eas a,',,
Reported death of L. E. L.—A passenger and take po-itioti on the Meuse, so as to com- and was signed by one man and one woman, I right of closing the argument.
Petition presented and referred-of Robert >»«v'»'2.bee»’ ordered, the question was to en
in the brig Mary Paulina, which arrived maud Luxembourg.
asking for the repeal of Mr. Atherton’s reso
here from the Coast of Africa, a day or two
The papers were discussing the various lutions. He moved that it be referred to a Goodwin etal. for the suppression of the V»»’^e indefinite p<.stpoi,ement, moved by Mf.
Levensaler. and decided in the affirmatif
since, reports that Mrs. McLean-—late Miss »nodes of hostile operations, such as blockade, select Committee, with instructions to report sale of ardent spirits.
yeas 124 — nays 40.—Adj*
Landon—died soon after her arrival at Cape occupation of the territory in dispute, &e.
a resolution, that all petitions and memorials
MONDAY, JAN. 14,
Coast Castle, of the fever of the climate
„V. Y. Com. Adv.
on the subject of slavery be returned to the
SATVRDAY, JAN. 12Transcript.
Papers from the House disposed of in con
person from whom they came, and that here
Messrs. Vose of Augusta, Stetson of Stett*
Mexico.—We have been favored with the after no paper referring to slavery be received currence.
On motion of Mr. Dumont, the Committee , ^,e»*> Garcelon of Lisbon, Smith of Vinalli»'
Delaware.—The Legislature of Delaware following extract of a letter dated Havana, by the House. The subject git mg rise to de
has been organized upon the same principles Dec. 20, corroborating the account recently bate, was ordered to lie over under the gen on the Judiciary was instructed to inquire ven, Bradbury of Baring, Kelsey of Liver*
into the expediency of making a new law for more> lyler of Newfield and Hodwlon n
eral rule.
which ruled at the last election.
The received via New Orleans.
Boston Daily Adv.
Speaker of each house is taken from those
Mr. Adam’S presented a large number of the distribution, of Poor Debtor’s property, Gorham, were joined to the Select Comm«'
respecting Hawkers ami Pe|l’
Whig members of the lower county whose
“ By a vessel to-<lay from Vera Cruz, we petitions for the abolition of slavery, the re and of exempting his body, after such distri- [ee 0,1 ^»e
compromise for the election save a Van Bu have a report of the Mexicans having rallied, peal of Mr. Atherton’s caucus resolutions, &c., bution, trot»» arrest, and lus subsequently nc- lars.
Petitions referred, orders passed and 1’^
ren member to Congress, The clerk of each and driven the French out of the city. The which were (iff laid on the table.
Jquircd property from ottaehinent for civil
committed in concurrence.
house is a Van Buren man
causes of action.
latter had taken refuge in the Fort of San JuThe order relative to instructing the J»$
—-------an de Ulloa—which the Mexicans were then
TUESDAY, JAN. 8.
ciary Committee to report a Resolve clianf
Post Office Despatch.—Upwards of fifteen bombarding. The rumor further goes on to
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
A large number of reports of committees
ing the time of holding the annual Slate
thousand letters were received by the Liv- saJ
lwo French frigates had been dis- were submitted. Among them a bill to aTUESDAY, JAN. 8.
election ami session of the Legislature, cam?
erpool and London packets. The steamer' masted, and cut to pieces by the shot of the mend the law authorising the issue of Treas^
Mr. Allen of Alfred offered the following from the Senate so amended as simply to <li*
Royal William brought eight thousand lUH| j Mexicans. It may, or may not be true— ury notes so as tn permit the issue of the re
............... .............
: reelw the Committee
to inquire into the
the United States five thousand five hundred a»»d though it wants confirmation, there is maining two millions, not issued before the order :
Ordered, That the Committee on the Ju- diency of so doing, anil passed as ainetidM
from Liverpool, and the Wellington fifteen every reason to believe there is some truth 31st of Dec. last, notwithstanding the limita
diciary be instructed to inquire into the expe- The :Hmise recede, adopt the n»»ieiiiliiien>J!i
hundred from London, besides various other in it.”
tion in the act to that period.
diency of providing by law for the relief of die and concur the Senate in its passage W
arrivals. These were all despatched by the
*lhe bill from th.e committee on Foreign
War upon Commerce.—Mr. Benton gave Affairs, to carry into effect the convention sureties of such poor debtors as were arrest- amended.
regular mails of the day.
Mr. Otis of Hallowell, by leave, )»»<! on it»
notice in the Senate yesterday, that he should with Texas for running the boundary line ed upon execution, and subsequently gave
notice to their creditors of the time and place table n Bill directing the mode of rhotriiif!
bring
in
a
bill
to
repeal
the
duties
on
salt,
and
Fire in Freedom Village.— The Mill owned
between tttttt
tliat .er,..ury
territory and t„e
the United
Stater w|,en they would disclose, at.rl took and sob- County Cont.t.issioners and County W-..«tweet,
u,„ie<l stales,
by Mr. John Sears, a large building contain- ’¡ the law giving bounties to fisherman. What was taken up ... eot.un.ltee, reported to the scribed the poor debtors’ oath without going nevs.
’
I
will
New
England
say
to
this
?
ing several valuable Carding, Fulling and
»!1d"nn«-«l SU >Se',“el" -V re,Ml “ ,hlr'1 ,,,"e , '<> prison, in conformity to the general conPdilions prtsrnted andrtfirnd-oi'
Madisonian
oj
the
Isl
insL
Shearing Machines, together with a Shingle
'riL ««I.-» »bon
i i.
i •
[ struction of the 5lh section of “ an Act sup- McArthur et al. for n law to prohibit the sal’
Machine, with nearly $1,000 worth of Cloth
Mr1 C..,HwX<rhf?r thT
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e Treasurer of Stateli
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She obtained it, and u«ed it for several weeks !
y join, be li Cóilfìiiiw
Fortunately the evening was very calm,— I! vessel in tolerable order,they slipped the ca* •
the let-adve ol March 20. 1.838, authorizing J
■ ble and put to sea, and arrived at Muckie on agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant j James Woodman, Simeon Wallis, Miss Sere*
e sui I able pewnl«|f
had it been otherwise several other buildings the second of ¡Sept, where they
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received all i Vvhen to her great joy she toi,”d herself, to,. na J. Woodman,
!'
jwl instrurimg the Land Agent to ascertain
' iug Clerk nini W
JAMES OSBORN, P. AL.
would very probably have been consumed
i necessary assistance.
! appealance perfectly cured. She has h.a4
irs dining llæ |'rwl
lhe uumhei of towns that have not received
1 The Eclipse arrived here on Saturday, with some small symptoms of the disease once
lion not exceeding È
(f^Rev. Eleazer Robbins was ordained
from this State, or from Massachusetts, the
NOTICE.
since, but a brief application of the ointment,
only put t of her cargo.—Salem Register.
&c. has removed them.—There can be but
LL persons are forbid trespassing on
Public Land required to be reserved to them as Pastor of the Baptist Chmch in Waterbo- mi
nsued. in whiiii'fe
little doubt, 1 think, that a more thorough
the premises of the subscriber—known
ro,’ on tint 3d inst. Sermon by Rev. L.
bv the laws ot said States.
ewfield, LevensW
HYMENEAL
application* nt first., would have effected a
as Drake’s Island—for the purpose of dig*
$2 813 66. derived from the sale of timber Colby, from John 7 I 46,
i of Gardiner. Mm®
radical cure. That she has received great ging clam» or far any other purpose* as they
' MARRIED—In Lyman. Mr. Samuel Hodg benefit from lhe use of this medicine, I liaye would avoid the penalty of the taw in such
Edilmsion.
on township No. 4, 5th range, has been paid
(fy* WJieat and Corn Bounty certificates kin, to Miss Rachel Kimball.
ns of NorridjewM
never doubted for a moment ; though, at the cases made and provided. The subscriber
into the Treasury on account of the School must be returned to the Legislature, by the
in Hollis, Mr. Ebenezer Andrews, to Miss
ich. on motion o
time she commenced using it, 1 was skepti wishes to be understood distinctly, that he
.j Mary Cooper.
fund.
nmended fiiingllie®
Town Treasurers,.on or before the 10th of
cal.—Though I will yield to no one in my forbids persons from coming on to any part
The
lots
in
township
No.
8,
5th
range,
day ; ami the W’1
hatred to quackery, I do most cordially rec of bis farm, including graving ways, from
; March next ;—it is necessary, therefore, that
OBITUARY
rdereil. the i|'W,iffll”
heretofore surveyed into mile sections» have ji persons claiming the Bounty should lodge
ommend Mr. Tinfant’s Patent medicine for ! the house to low water mark, without per-tc postponeinenU*“
DIED—In this town, 11 th inst. Mr, Jonas the Salt Rheum’’ to ail who are afflicted with mission from hiii}.
been divided upon the Aroostook road, so ; their certificates with the Treasurers of the
nd <k*ciileil hi lb« “
SAMUEL DONNELL
Tavi.ok, aged 24 years.
this dreadful malady, believing that if it
as to measure 80 rods in front ; but
the di
In Kennebunk-port, Mr Shubael Boston —a! should not in all cases affect a /permanent
Wells* Jan* 9, J839,
I towns in which they reside by the first of
s 40.—A<lj.
viding lines have not been run.—Townships
revolutionary pensioner,—aged 81 years.
cure, it would at least greatly mitigate this
March.
In Dover, N. H,9th inst. Dr. Jabez Dow, ag dreadful disease, and therefore prove to be
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Nos. 10 and 12, in the 5th range, have been
SiTfflM1
ed 63 years.
a
ptiblic
benefit.
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T.
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BALE
of
prime
Buffalo
Skins, just re*
purveyed
and
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into
lots
for
settlement.
eof Attgttsi«, Si*
NOMINATIONS.
Qbituary.— At Barcelona, or the 12th of No
JIb ceived, an,d toy sale by
N. Edgecomb, April 15, 1838.
of Lisbon, Smitli’
While engaged in the survey of these, the
The following nominations were on Fri* vember last, George G. Harvell, Esq. Cousu! of
8. H. GOULD,
This medicine can be obtained of the foL.
the United Slates tbr.the p<^rt uf Malaga.
of Bariutf, IW’f
Surveyor General received a visit from Gapt. day, last week, made by Gov. Fairfield.
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 11,1839.
The annexed translation of an obituary notice lowing ugetits:—
,f Newfield awl N
Abner B. Thompson to be Adjutani Gen
^laclaughb n of Frederickton, Warden of the
which appeared in theBoleÛa Official de Mala
• joined to th* S^'1'
Kennebimk, D«niel Remich ; Kennebunk ■
eral.
•
WMJVTE&
of lhe 30tii of November, 1838, will be read
Disputed Territory, who protested against
JorA'—*Israel Chadbourne, to be Sheriff"; ga,
port, Andrew Luques ; Saco, S. L. Goodale ; Ftp IM BER and
I respecliag Ha«»«"'
su.hu.ble for a ves^
by his relations and riuinertStiV friendàÿ as a just
the survey, and claimed, hi behalf of the Jer. Bradbury, Clerk of Courts '¿'Joseph W. tribute to the memory' of this truly honorable, Poitlamf, A. Carter ; Wells, Joseph Wilson JL esi of 370 tons, by
’erred, order« |^!
and
Aaron
Maxwell
;
York,
Cape
Neddock*
Leland
ot
Saco,
Coun
ty
A
Hartley
i
Simeon
JAMES TITCOMB.
British Government, to exercise jurisdiction
honest and virtuous man.
Geo. M. Freeman ; York Cor., Samuel AStrout ol Limingtou, Enoch Wood of Acton,
’onciirrence. ;'■>
Kennebunk, Dec. 27,1838.
“On the 28th instant, were interred in the
over the whole northern part of the State, by ! and Wm. Hammond of Elliot, to be, County
Douglass
j
Portsmouth,
N.
H
,
Brackett
Hutch

dative to instriic«’
English cemetery, thé remains of Geo. G Bar
virtue of existing arrangements subsisting.I Commissioners.
ee to report a to1'1
rell, Esq. late Consul of the United States ot ings ; South-Berwick, Charles Trafton ; Do
FJLOUH..
Cumberland-* Charles Cobb* Clerk of America tn this place, to whose memory we ver, N. H„ Asa A. Tufts; North-Berwick,
between the British Government and that ofii
Of 1,01.11,,?*'.';
BBLS. Flour*—from Foreign
Jeremiah Lord ; Sanford Cor,, Tripp. &
,,ionofilw I«*
Wheat, for sale by
the U. S. The Surveyor ro|plied that he Courts ; John L. Megquire, Register of Bro- dedicate these lines as a small token of regard
Shaw ; Sanford, Springvale, Hobbs
Co
bate ; Augustine Haines, County Attorney.
and respect due tn his character
te so atiteiittad ai*’1 1
C.. W. WILLIAMS.
acted under the authority and hy the com
Lincoln
—
Geo.
W.
Nichols
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Post
Mas“
Mr,
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a
native
of
[York]
Maine,
nant
;
Alfred,
Benjamin
F,
Chadbourne
;
littee to in<|tlkí,!ll’,
Kennebunk, Jan. 5,1830.
in the United Stales of America, and received Waterborough, James Leavitt ; Hollis, Jona
mand
of
the
State
of
Maine,
and
could
aeter
of
Waldoboro
’
and
editor
of
the
Lincoln
ring, and |»n«’!'1
Vnowled«e no other government or power. Patriot) to be Register of Probate ; Henry lhe appointment of consul for this place, from than Rumery ; Gorham, McArthur & Smith ;
•rde, rnloi” ,‘l,e ”
kew books
*’
"
•
Tailman of Bath, County Attorney ; Jer. Ells bis government, in the year 1818. His charac Westbrook, Warren & King;—and by bis ahe Seriate m 1111
No other opposition was made to the survey,
ESUS and bis Biographers, By W,
worth of Bath, Joseph Weeks, Jr. of Jeffer teristic honesty, probity, and noble qualifica gents generally throughout lhe State.
Furness j
tions, »ectiredhim at once public confidence,
than the formal protest of Capt. M., and son, to be County Commissioners.
Jan. 18,1839.
and the friendship nnd respect of those who had
Jallowell. by
The Accomplished Lady* By Hannah
probably no other will be attempted by the
Kennebec—John A. Chandler, Clerk of the pleasure to cultivate his acquaintance, and
NOTICE.
Moore
Courts ; George Robinsoni (Editor of‘ Age» i ¡¿ne^ haw to appreciate his virtues. He was(
provincial authorities.
Pope’s Homer’s Iliad—English edition $
dssioners attd
LL persons who have unsettled accounts
&c.) Register of Probate ; George M, Wes- : unbounded in his charities, and no unfortunate
Qidnti Horatii FUcoi Opera, London edj*
The right to cut timber on five townships, ton (assistant editor) to be County Attorney.! bejniI ever appealed to him in vain for allcviawith the subscriber, are requested to
sented a^rffcrrlfi
lion.
call and settle them. Also, all notes due the
for one year, was sold al auction, in August
Dancock—Charles Hutchins of Penoliscot. i tjon jn distress.
A new supply of—
• for a1««10j
Inst, at prices varying from $2 to $5 22 per Sheriff; Joseph A. Deane of Castine, Clerk I He was quick and frank in hi« temperament, subscriber, of one year’s standing, must be
oit spirit.<’--0^,) |
Fireside Education ?
renewed or paid,
of
Courts,
I
and
in
society
remarkably
fascinating
and
agree1000 feet, board measure. Between 3 and
Democracy in America. By De Tocque-i
WILLIAM GOOCH.
rthe lire"**
ffashington—Luther Brackett of Calais.! able. A great admirer of the fine arts and in
sale of ardent «I’*
ville ;
Wells, Jan. 17, 1839.
4,000.000 will be cut under these permits and Sheriff; Sullivan S. Rawson of Eastport’ telligent in distingntahjng the merits of artists,
Memoir of Lovejoy ;
_
i he ever ovinnntl
evinced na r-PHiiv
ready oICRSUTe
pleasure in
ip thcif
their 0.10
pro-“
the stumpage will amount to about $10,000. County
Attorney.
.MONBbi’
Corruptions of Christianity j
BLANK
BOOKS,
! teetion and encouragement
Penobscot— Hastings Strickland of Bangor, i The virtues which rendered Mr. Barrell so es—Permits have been given on seven town
Lalla Rookh |
ice to preset’1 UP’J
EDGERS and Day Books ;
Young Husband ;
ships by the agents of Me. and Mass, at $4 Sheriff ; Charles Stetson, Clerk ; Reuben S. I tunable as a private individual, were no less
Records
;
Prescott, Recorder Municipal Court, Bangor. I conspicuous in his official relations. His enerMother in her.Family j
Quarto Account Books;
per 1000 ; under which it is supposed about
lYaldo-J. Y. M’Cliutock of Belfast, Sher i gy pf character and purity and severity of moral
,rn Cornish
Boquet, etc. etc.
Manuscripts,
&c.
&c.
5*000,000
will
be
cut,
—
the
stumpage
is
esti

dumk moveiH^
u~
iff ; Wm. H, Codman of Camden, Register i nrippiple, inspired our profound respeet, and *the
For sale by
D. REMICH,
For sale by
D. REMICH,
of notice to ***, J
mated at about $20,000. “ These are the on of Probate ; Charles R. Porter, County Attor ' tenacious attention with which he fulfilled the
Kennebunk, Jan, 11,1839«
Kennebunk, Jan, 19,1839.
I unities of his office, aqj a pphle çonsUpcy in deney.
ly townships,” says the Report, “belonging
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N LOW SPIRITS«-Low spmts is a
Br. Brandrefill
certain state of the mind accompanied VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL PILLS,
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils ate
ESTABLISHED IN. 1751.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
From the Boston Pearl.
Science should contribute to healthy
the
worst
consequences
imagined..
Ancient
THE RUINED ONE.
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years aside
medical writers supposed, this disease to be
And am again a boy. Every breath
Ay, gaze upon that marble face—
confined
to
those
particular
regions
of
the
ab

Of'air that trembles through the window bears
That Tip so richly curved, but pale—
domen, technicaUy, called hypochondria,
Unusual odor.—Proctor's Mirancolu.
That form of more than angel grace,
which are situated on the right or left side ol rip HE tmpreeedentdd success which ha8
T h o ugh sh r o nd e d- d ar k i n s or r ow ’ s v e T
that cavity, whence comes lhe name hypo JL
resulted horn the adoption ©f BranA smile is on that brow of snow,
chondriasis.
dreth
’
s
Pills, during a period of upw ards of 85
A smile which others weep to see—
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal years, the numerous extraordinaiy cures
So full"of patient, thrilling wo—
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomash or which they liaxe performed upon hundreds
From selfish plaint so meekly free.
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveuess, spas of individuals whom they have reseiied fon)
I knew her when in girlhood bright
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
renewed ,„y yonlh. l ean’ ¡lies, w.lh cenfi-(
«
habit^uay beg.^ wnh 3, pitations, and often an utter inability ol fixing almost inevitable death after they had been
She sang and danced the hours away.
pronounced incurable by the mott eminent of
A thing of loveliness and light,
dewce in my own experience, advise with my
the attention upon any subject of importance the faculty — warrimts the propiietor of this,
effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the
With nought to mar her cloudless day.
fellow-citizens. Does lhe reader want proof
patient in their further use. These Pills some or engaging in anything that demands vigor Vegetable Universal Medicine, in vmiinilj and
that the VEGETABLE LIFE M ED1CINES
Her spirit rose so pure and high,
times occasion sickness and vomiting, tho‘ugh or courage. Also laiiguidness—the mind be conscientiously recommending it to the (■$.
are suitable to his own case ? 1 have on my very seldom, unless.the stomach is very foul; this, comes irritable, thougliiful, desponding, mel
It seemed, the world could blast it not ;
peeial notice of the public.
file at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of however, may be considered a favorable symp ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
Yet there was in her deep, soft eye,
Dr. Brandreth wishes mankind to consider
A shade which told-her fatare hit«.
letters,, from some of the most respectable tom, as the patient will find himself at once re total derangement of lhe nen ous system.—
this truth, that lieahh solely depends on ihe
citizens oi this my native land, voluntarily of-! lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover. The mental feelings and peculiar train ol
state of purity in which the blood is kept,ev*
A dream came o’er that spotless soul.
fered in teslimouv of the virtues oi A GUOD . They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and ideas that haunt the imagination and over
A maddening dream of love's young birth ;
ery part of the body being supplied daily with
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
I never give pain unless the bowels are very much whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
Through every burning vein it stole,
new blood from the food consumed, conse
encumbered. They may be taken by the most
Persons
whose
constitutions
have
been
|
versity. The wisest and best of men areas quently, according to the pureness of i|ie,
And drew her heart from.heaven to earth.
nearly mined by the “ all-infallible” mineral delicate females under any circumstances.—11 is, open to this affliction as the weakest.
blood, so must the state of the body be more
ho n ever, recommended, that those in later pe
And few have loved like her beside—
TREzXTMENT.—The principal objects of or less beahby. To obtain, therefore, t|ie
riods of pregnancy should take but one nt a time,
So fond, so/free, so deep and wild ;
that the Life Medicines, and s.uch only, are and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and treatment are to remove indigestion and
most direct purifier of the blood, is a question
She yielded up her maiden pride
the true course to permanent good health.
I even two may be taken where the patient is very rstrengthen the body, and to euliv.eri the spir
.of no little importance to every indiv ¡final.
With the sweet meekness- of a chikh
JOHN MOFFAT. ! costive,. One pill in a solution of two table spoons its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
That Brandreth’s Pills are the most (liiect
GEN E R A L R EM ARKS R E LAI’ IV E TO ' full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
She gave him all without a thought—
purifiers of the blood, there will he uo dutiiit
lowing
doses—
a
tea
spoon
full
every
two
hours
Herself too pure to dream of guile,
versation. The bowels (if'costive) being care vt ben it is considered that they have gained
M OFF A T’S LI F E PIL LS AN D
till it operates ; for a child from one to five years fully regulated by the occasional use of a
Behold the wretched ruin wrought.
PHCENIX BITTERS.
their present very extensive sale by their owtr
of age, half a pill —and from five to ten, one pill. nrild aperient.
Yet see the martyred, angel smile I
We know nothing better intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cures
These medicines have long been known
THE BHCENIX BITTERS, are so called, be
calculated
to
obtain
this
end
than
Dr.
Wm.
and
appreciated,
for
their
extraordinary
and
’Tis he, that loved and worshiped one,
which they have accomplished in every vari
cause they possess the jfriwer of restoring the
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, expiring embers of health, to a glowing vigor Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer ety of diseases.
Hath dimmed the brightest gem on earth,
The bowels being
to persons suffering under nearly every kind throughout the constitution-- as the Phoenix is said tain in their operation.
And boasts the deed which he hath done,
The peculiar action of these pills is most
of disease to which the human frame is lia to be restored to life from the ashes of its own once cleansed his. inestimable Camomile
While revelling in heartless mirth.
surprising ; their operations being more or
Mary.
dissolution. The Phoenix Billers are entirely Pills, which are tonic, anodyne and anti
ble.
In many hundreds of certified instances, vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and less powerful according to the pureness efthe
they have even rescued sufferers horn the tain parts of the western country, which will in without dispute have pmved a great blessing circulating fluid. On a person in a fair state of
¡Boot St
Making.
health, who is only costive or slightly bilious
fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all
HE subscriber would inform the inhabi very verge of an untimely grave, after all the kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the to the numerous public.
Some physicians have recommended a they will be scarcely felt; on the contrary, if
tants of Kennebunk-port and vicinity, deceptive nostrums of the day had utterly effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
failed ; and to many thousands they have most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and free use of mercury but it should not be re- the complaint be chronic,, and the constitution
that he has opened a shop near Nason’s Mills,
he much deranged, they generally, at first,are
where he will carry on the Boot and Shoe permanently secured that uniform enjoyment will immediately cure the determination of sorteil to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag powerful, until lhe system be freed from sotpe
|
of
health,
without
which
life
itself
is
but
a
gravate
the
symptoms.
making business in all its braire1res,— Having i
BLOOD TO THE HEAD; never fail in the
of its most vitiated and turgid humors. This
employed a finished workman, his work will partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their sickness incident to young females ; and will be r|M1E DIFFERENCE.-It cannot be de- accomplished, doses sufficient to cause twoor
uied that Whilst many medicines
efficacy
invariably
and
infallibly
proved,
that
found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous A
be done as well and as cheap as can be found
three copious evacuations daily, will soon re
elsewhere—By diligent attention to his busi it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous debility and weakness of the most impaired, con which are recommended to the public, have move the disease, and the constitution wi‘il|)8
ness he hopes to merit the patronage of the to those who were unacquainted with the stitutions. Asa remedy for Chronic and, Inflam not even the negative merit of harmlessness, restored to a state of health and renewed
beautifully philosophical principles upon matory Rheumatism, the e'fficacy of the Phoanix there are others which it would be great in
public.
M. P. SIMPSON.
which they are compounded, and upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in vigor.
Kennebimk-port, Dec. 28, 1838.
which they consequently act.
It was to gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
These Pills are recommended by thousand»
half a wi ne glass full, in water or wine, and this
of persons whom they have enred of ConEastern Stage Rouse, Mo. their manifest and sensible action in purify- quantity
may be taken two or- lliRce times a day. And when a medicine comes endorsed with
ing. the springs and channels of life, and en about half an hour before meals, or a less quan all lhe great names that have adorned the sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion, Dys
Ami Street, Roston.
npHE subscriber would announce to his duing them wilh renewed tone and vigor, tity may be taken at- aJk times. To those who annals of lhe medical profession, and war- pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense.of fu||.
-*■ friends, and the travelling public gen that they were indebted for their name, winch are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these t ranted by the seal and signature of long and ness in the back part of the head, usually the
erally, that the above establishment, having was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great uniform success, its proprietor makes no un symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever
undergone complete repairs and been newly request of several individuals whose lives they ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help reasonable demand upon the public confi and Ague, bilious, typhus, and coni mon Fever»,
them to perform their functions, and enable the dence, when he claims for it a superior con of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism, tierfurnished throughout, is now open for the re had obviously saved.
ivous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, inThe proprietor rejoices in the opportunity stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is sideration.
ception of company. The location is cen
offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of . ward weakness, depression of the spirits, Kup.
tral and convenient, and the present propri afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths
etor is determined to spare no effort on his ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this lures, liiflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy,
part ^o maintain the good name of the house, PILLS within the knowledge and reach of tion is facilitated, and strength of body and ener enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles* Croup, Coughs'
and tp ensure a e&ntinuarree of the public every individual in the community. Unlike gy of mind are the happy results. For farther thority in existence condemns it, every medi- Whooping Cough, Quinsy. Cholic, Cholia
favour it has hitherto, in a large measure, re the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and /•al praeiufopet: that is aequaimed with it, Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentarv, Deaf
ceived. The books of the Eastern Rail-road of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are PHOENIX BITTERS, apply al Mr. Moffatt’s freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil,
purely and solely vegetable, and contain office, No. 3€7 Broad way, New York, where the and that the latter should do so in opposition ¡Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthoiiy’s Fire,
and Stages are still kept at the house.
Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or to their personal interests, must be attributed Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of
N. B. Attached to the establishment is a neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any $1
per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot
large yard, good sheds, first rate stables, other mineral in any form whatever. They tle. Numerous certificates of the wonderful either to their candor and love of truth, or to thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumors,
their unwillingness to fly in the face ofall ob swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness, all
where every attention will be given to hor are entirely, composed of extracts from rare efficacy of both, may be there inspected.
and powerful plants, thè virtue of which,
eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams,
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
ses, by experienced ostlers.
In some obstinate and complicated eases of
though long known to several Indian tribes, chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
Dr. WM. EVANS does net pretend that male Complaints ol every kind, especially ob
J. TYLER.
and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy, his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis structions^ relaxations, & c.
Boston, Dec. 12,1838.
chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno Piles, injuries from, the use of mercury, quinine eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
lhe thonsawds who use and recommend
rant pretenders to medical science ;and were and other diseases of long standing, it may be mits that they wiill not. He lays no claim to these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra
Manufactory.
never before administered in so happily effi found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,” ordinary ami beneficial effects. They iy last,
cacious a combination.
Phoenix Bitteis, in doses before recommended.
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells assist nature, to do all she can in the curing
N. B.—These Pills and. the Bitt ers will get all the “ Elixir, of Life,” but he does say, and he
Their first operation is to loosen from the
of every form and symptom of the one only
Mercury out of the system infinitely faster than
coats of the stomach and bowels, the various the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a does believe, and lie can prove, that in debil disease, to which the human frame is sub
impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of blood io the ity ami impaired constitutions ; in Nervous ject, namely —impurity of the blood, or in
around them ; and to remove the hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c. diseases M all kinds ; in weakness of the di other words, an impure state of the fluids.
faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —All persons who-a rd predisposed to apoplexy, gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, I’hese Pills do indeed ‘ assist Nature’ to all
small intestines. Other medicines only par palsy, &c., should never be without the Life whether of the lungs or the liver; in the she can do for the purification of the human
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected Pills or the Bitters, for one dose ”in time will dreadful debility occasioned by the use of body ; yet there are numerous persons whose
C. W. KIMBALL
masses behind, as to produce habitual cos save life. They equalize the circulation of the purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es cases are so bad, and whose bodies are so
inform the inhabitants of Ken- tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore pecially ) in the sicknesses incident to moth much debilita.tmLihat all that can reasonably
» v
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This perspiration, and throw oft’every impurity by the ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev be expected ta temporary relief, nevertheless
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining fact is well known to all regular anatomists, pores of the skin.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease some who have commenced using the Pills
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly who examine the human bowels after death,
■which is brought on by intemperance; in under the most trying circumstances of bodi
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it and hence the prejudice of these well inform
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested the wretched horrors of mind and body which ly affliction, when almost every other reme
up in good order for the above named busi ed men against the quack medicines of the to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities eccriie from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap dy had been altogether unavailing, have bee»
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG age. The second effect of the VEGETA to operate two or three times on the bowels in petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the restored to health aaid happiness by theii
GONS, of any style, built to order and war BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys the course of the next day. Also, take a table head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, ajad use.
ranted.
—also—
and the bladder, and by this means, the liver spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
Chaise Repairing- & Painting, and the lungs, the healthful action of which meal. For tho.se of a delicate or enfeebled con state of the fluids—in all these cases, anel in SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
otheis mentioned in the bills of directions JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
done at short notice and on the most reasona entirely depends upon the regularity of the stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
urinary organs. The blood which takes its
Gj^For further particulars of the above ■ given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY
In Kennebunk port, by S. IL Gould ;
ble terms.
—ALSO —
Saco and Biddeford,* McIntire & Beck,
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Boggy down to red color from the agency of the liver and medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly the lungs before it passes into the heart, be copy of which accompanies the medicine. terchanged occasionally with bis APERIENT — Sub Agent, Seh ucus Adams ;
Lyman, VVilliam Hiuntress;
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be ing thus purified by them, and nourished by A copy can also be obtained on application FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
purchased in this State. Various kinds of food coming from a clean stomach, courses at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk, are sold with them, will effect immediate re
freely through the veins, renews every part where the Medicine is for sale.
Sanford, Eli».% Tibbets ;
LUMBER taken in part payment.
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
of the system, and triumphantly mounts the
March 28, 1838.
Emery’s MUfet, Aaron Webber;
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
banner of health in the blooming cheek.
W. B. Moff’aj, 367, Broadway, New York.
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
August, 1838.
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
Furniture & Feather Ware
The following are among the distressing vari
South Berwick,'Parks & Wilson ;
i EVANS can conscientiouslv request confiety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
house.
Executor^ Sale.
' deuce.
Life Pills are well known to be infallible 1-—
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
ildreth & ayres would inform
VV’ells, Joseph Wilson ;.
Other and more conclusive* demonstration«
DYSPEPSIA» by thoroughly cleansino- the FpHE subscribers, by virtue of a license ■
from the Judge of Probate for the of lhe efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi first and second ‘stomachs, and creating a flow of A
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H,
pure
cinity that they haye taken the store in Ken
 healthy bile instead of the stale "and acrid County of Kennebec, will sell at Public Auc 1 reparations and Aperient Medicines, are Spear ;
Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart, tion, on Wednesday, the twenty-third day of submitted by the following important and ex
nebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy Frost, kind
York—Cape Neddiek, George M. Free
adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage manufacto Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache, January next, at ten o’clock, A. M., all the traordinary cures effected by their highly man ;
ry, where they will keep a good assortment Restlessness, III-temper, Anxiety., Langour^ and light, title and interest Israel Herrin, late of inedicmal qualities—all of which may be
York, Alexander Dennett;
of Furniture and Feathers, consisting of bu Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of Clinton, had at the time of his decease in '®ee”
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
P1' Wm’ EvnKS’ Medical office/ No.
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
reaus, solas, tables, secretarys, common, fan of
and to one undivided half part of a certain 7, Division street. One or two of these he
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
cy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
Luxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
length of the intestines with a solvent process, lot of land situated in Acton, County of herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
and without violence rail violent purges leave the York, and is a part of lot No. 9, in the tenth ting public.
Newfield —Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Aver,
bowels costive within two days. Diarrhoea and range of lots in said Acton, and bounded as
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
Cut Stone Wanted.
on the north and west by thanks or one "ho has«beei) a great sufferer for sev I. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by follows, viz
ROPOSALS will be received until, the which these complaints are occasioned, and by land of Nathaniel Jewett, on the south by eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
Parsonsfield,Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
31st January, 1839, at the Engineer promoting the abricalive secretion, of the mucus land of Paul Farnham, and on the-east by a the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills She J. Goss ;
hns
suffered
with
pain
and
distress
in
the
head,
a
tightOffice, Governor’s Island, N. Y., for furnish

membrane.
Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the county road leading from Jonathan Young’s,
Cornish, John McLellan ;
ing 62,000 cubic feet of Cut Stone for a blood to a regular circulation, through the proc, ss by the house of said Farnham, being the lets across the stomach, shonness <dbreath, and palpi
Limington, James McArthur;
of the heartexercise would almost overcome
Light House, to be built during the ensuing of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough same deeded by Simon Roberts to James tation
her; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills her
W aterborough, James Leavett.
season, on Flynn’s Knoll, near Sandy Hook : solution of all intestinal obstructions in others. Roberts, and by James Roberts to said Her complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln
each proposal to be accompanied by'a spec The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu rin.—The sale will be st the house on the out fatlgue,and she is happy to say can now enjoy Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr,
matism permanently in three weeks, and Goutin
life comfortably again. t
J J
imen of the stone and the manner of cutting half
that time, by , removing local inflammation premises.—Terms made known at the time
S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
to which it refers. The stone must be of from the muscles and ligaments of the joints. of sale.
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1
the best quality of Granite, and the cutting Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthen
JOSEPH EATON, )
been so unwell that I was unable to attend to Only authorized travelling Agent for the
must be such that when the stones are set ing the kidneys and bladder ; they operate” most
STEPHEN STARK, ( Exee'Hors. have
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
T,
,
, „
State of Maine.the joints will be as close and the fitting as delightfully on these important organs, and hence
December 10, 1838.
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism pain
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf.
accurate of the interior as of the exterior have ever been found a certain remedy for the
in my stomach, ii.digesiion and loss of appetite, wnh
continual pain and dizziness in my head; 1 used’diflerparts of them. The plans will be shown and worst eases of Gravel. Also, Worms, bv dislodg
ent kinds of medicine w ithout effect, until I commenced
NOTICE.
explained,, and the particulars respecting ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pilis - ripHE subscriber having contracted with
delivery and inspection will be made known ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and fashionable dress their
beneficial effects upon me astonish ail who knew’
the town of Kennebunk, to support
at the Engineer Office on Governor’s Island. consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the OAMUEL MENDUM informs the Gen- my situation. In a few' days 1 shall be at your office
lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
December 22, 1838.
to
express
my gratitude to you in person
In the the poor of said town for one year, hereby
liemen of Kennebunk and vicinity that
will occasion, which if not removed becomes O
mean time I subscribe myselifyour obedient servant gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases, he continues to carry on the
n .v
P
B-8. JARVIS,13 Centre st.
vision for them, «nd hereby forbids all per
NOTICE.
scurvy. Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the
Dr. Wm. Evans.
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
"FFHEREAS my wife, Sarah. Ann Hussey perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the
He therefore need only add that his
has left my bed and board- without
Ì® humors > Scorbutic Eruptions in a neat and fashionable manner, and has CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with of said town on his account or on account of
the town, as he wiM pay no hill for their
just provocation, this is to forbid all persons n^n?ìtfì°ZPle^lOn^ by their aUera’ive effect obtained the services of Mr. WARREN
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
trusting or harbouring heron my account, as "P™, !B
su
tporUk . a,ALEX- G- FURNALD.
ll'“l .Ceed the skin, the morbid WHITE, an experienced Cutter, who will
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
]y
I shall pay no debts of her contracting after 2//»» < /Ch ,°ccas'»ns “I' Eruptive complaints, attend to that part of the business. He has
at
No.
7,
Division
st.
near
Chatham
square
’
Sa
low.
Cloudy,
and
other
disagrccdblo
Comthis date.
also made arrangements so that he will re New York, and of his authorised agents in
Hme «¡il ff"Se °f'hss<! Pills for •
•!•<»»
o
,
ISAAC HUSSEY.
Cadiz §alt for Sale.
time, « i | effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum ceive the fashions as often as reported, and town and country.
Sanford, Dec. 31, 1838.
^leZC US>nb a ¿S-rikin/ improvement in the hopes by diligent attention to business to
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
st<,,ed ©u Capt. D.
£1“
Comm°n Colds and In give satisfaciion.
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,,
W
Curtis’s wharf, which will be
fluenza, will a ways be cured by one dose, or bv
•
WAN
PED
as
above
a
first
rate
seamstress.
q^ed.6
"Di
rewhere persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
. NOTICE.
tw°, eve» m the worst cases. Piles,a rem- Also two girls as apprentices.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;
"FF^HEREAS my wife, Mary, has left my
^-r9^SinF and obstinat0 ‘naiadV,
Kennebunk, Dec. 15, 1838.
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
.
WM. LORD. Jr.
" »
bed and board, without any cause the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct arid
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;
Kennebunk, Nov. 24, 1838.
therefore, this is to forbid ail persons harbor emphatic recommendation. It is well known to
Leather
Preservative.
ing or trusting heron my account, as I shall hundreds m thiscity, that the Proprietor of these ■pATRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESERV- Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowellpay no debts of her contracting after this invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this JL
NOTICE.
ATI VE,—for Chaise tops, harnesses,
date.
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and
bootsandshoes,
—
for
sale
by
the
dozen
or
A LL persons who have unsettled accounts
tb
a
A
be
J
riedi
ln
vain
every
remedy
prescribed
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
XT » D
. ,GEOR^ W. GARREY.
with the subscribers, of one year
within the whole compass of the ^Materia Medica single cannister, by
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
North Berwick, Dec. 26, 1838.
standing, are requested to have them adiiistt
B REMICH.
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
casset
;
Henry
Hyde,
Bath.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1838.
edir
u i
WILIAM LORD &ck
February 18, 1837.
Kennebunk, Dec. 15i; 1838.

POETRY

(T^A CONTRAST-AI1 nations, from- he now offers to the public, and he was cared in
but Co- a very short time, after hie recovery had been
the remotest ages, have had ships,
i
not only improbable, but absolutely
lumbus only found the waj toi America. Be- pronounced
impossible, by any human means.
fore the time of the great Spanish navigator,
people were only enabled to paddle about the i DIRECTIONS FOR USE.-The Proprietor of
shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It the Veget-able Life Pills does not follow the
base and mercenary practice of the quacks of
is but two short years since 1 first ventured the day, in ad vising persons to take his Pills in
upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov large quantities. Ao good medicine can possibly
ered the precious object I was in search of— be so required. These Pills are to be taken at
HEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in-i bed
or
_ - tirnc every-^ight;
-5 »• - J for ~a week
-- - -fortnight,
..
deed known «vheii I commenced my. search, according
aceording to the obstinacy of lhe disease. The
(>ut their use was not. By the use of them, 1 usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the constihave not only passed from the dejected in- '1 tution of the person.
Very delicate persons
valid, to the bale, hearty and active man of should begin wnh but two, and increase as the
the case may require
business, but, comparativeh speaking, I have nature
------- of
- ------------ - : those more ro-
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To all Admirers of

Tailoring Business,

.

O

